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HAMMER & PILE
CUSHION PADS
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APS Hammer Cushion Pads
have proven themselves
in all types of pile driving
applications.

APS has the ability to cut pads
to your specifications.
Standard thickness for
phenolic pads is 1”.
Standard thickness for
aluminum pads is 1/2” .

Hammer Cushion Pads have
to be strong to withstand the
pounding and to transmit the
driving force needed while
protecting your equipment and
the pile. APS’ pads are the best
at accomplishing this task.

An undamaged cement
bridge pile after being
driven using APS Hammer
Cushion Pads. There was no
need to trim the top, a costly
and time consuming job.
Also, the life of the APS
Hammer Cushion Pad is
longer so there is less time
lost in changing pads.

Pile driving jobs are always
on tight schedules with
no time figured in for
breakdowns or unnecessary
pile trimming. Events like
these can turn a simple job in
to a nightmare. APS Hammer
Cushion Pads can help avoid
these costly over-runs.

PROTECT YOUR EQUIPMENT WITHOUT SACRIFICING POWER OR YOUR PROFITS
In pile driving, the very nature of the business is pounding, but preferably not on
your equipment or your profits. To help protect both, Advance Products & Systems
offers Hammer Cushion Pads. These pads extend the life of your hammer while
transmitting the maximum striking force to the pile.
Made of high impact phenolic material, the APS cushion pad absorbs the initial
hammer shock while transferring the power that you need to the helmet and into
the pile.
APS Hammer Cushion Pads reduce the tremendous wear and stress hammers are
subjected to, thereby, minimizing breakdowns and non-productive downtimes.
Damage to the contact point of the pile is also lessened making it unnecessary to
trim the pile which can be a time consuming, costly procedure.

A LEADER IN SERVICE
APS manufactures each cushion pad to your
specifications, with accurate sizing guaranteed. Our
prices are competitive, and we pride ourselves on
quick and accurate turn-around.

FIELD EXPERTS AGREE
The APS Hammer Cushion Pads last longer and are
the best pads on the market today.

ADVANCE
PRODUCTS & SYSTEMS, INC.

ORDERING INFORMATION
When ordering, please provide the following information:
 •O.D.ofcushionpad
 •Thickness
 •Typeofcut(sawcutormachined)
 •Centerholedimension,ifneeded
 •Quantity

TOLERANCE
 •Sawcut:+.000inches/-.125inches
 •Machined:+.000inches/-.032inches
 •Thickness:+.015inches
*Note: Phenolic cushion pads are usually used in
conjunction with aluminum pads. APS will be glad to
quote aluminum as well. Simply provide the same
dimension specifications as for the phenolic pads.
To place your order for APS Hammer Cushion
Pads, call: 1-800-315-6009 or 337-233-6116 in
Lafayette, LA. or fax your order to 337-232-3860.
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AdvanceProducts&Systems,Inc.shallrepairorreplace(withinthelimitationsofsuchapplicableexpresswrittenwarrantyasmaybeissuedbyit)
anyproductorportionsthereof,whichprovetobedefectiveinworkmanshipormaterialforaperiodof12monthsfromshipmentdate.Theforegoing
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